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Environmental Meeting: Minutes meeting 28 May 2008 
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Martin Leahy  A P A A  p p     

Brian.Considine  A A P A p  a a p   

Campbell.Cateri

ng 

 A a A A        

Emma Murphy  A A A A p        

Toshko.Zhelev  A P A P p  p p  P 

Dermot 

McInerney 

        a a p 

Patricia Conlan  P A P P p p 

 

p p p P 

J.J.Leahy  P A A A  p p a a A 

Ann Taylor        p a p p 

             

Vincent.Warfiel

d 

 A A A A     a   

Michelle 

Drysdale 

 P P P A p p p a p a 

Colin 

Fitzpatrick 

 P P P P p p p p p P 

Pat Stephens  A A A A    p    

Michael Kelly        p p  p 

Patrick McHugh  A A A A p       

Jennifer 

Schweppe 

       p a p  

Richard 

Hennessy 

       p a p p 

Angus Mitchell  A P P A p p p p a P 

Caoilfhionn 

NiBheachain 

 A P A P p a p a a a 

Tom Newe        p a a p 

Patricia 

O’Flaherty 

       p a p p 

Mikael 

Fernstroem 

       p p a  

Peter Tiernan        p p a p 

 Nicola Hogan        p   p 

Peadar Kirby        p a a  

Reena Cole        a  a a a 

Michelle 

O’Dwyer 

       a  a  

Patricia.Moriart

y 

       a a    

Lisa O’Malley         a  A 

Eleanor O’Leary             

Sheila Killian          a P 
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Mags Liddy           p 

            

 

The Committee congratulated Angus on the birth of his daughter Hazel. 

 

1.Minutes accepted without change. 

 

2. Matters arising 

 

Corporate Social Responsibility: in Peadar’s absence, this was deferred. 

 

Time to walk project: mock ups of signage circulated. 70/80 signs will be erected over 

the summer. Payment is in process. Thanks to Caoilfhionn for all her hard work on 

the project. 

 

Patricia spoke to Aoife Breen regarding an article in An Focal; Aoife was receptive to 

the idea.  This should be a student generated article (on the work of the Committee in 

general and specific aspects as appropriate). See the item below regarding meeting 

with the new ULSU Executive. 

 

Patricia contacted Buildings regarding the fouling of the Living Bridge. They are 

having signage erected to alert dog owners to the need to clean up after their dogs. 

Disposal points are being provided. 

 

Farmers market is progressing. 

 

Colin reported that Carpooling seems to have stalled; this will be put on the agenda 

for meeting with management.  There was a general consensus that reserved places in 

various car parks in combination with a dedicated smaller car park was a better 

approach than just one big car park, as it accommodated people in various parts of the 

campus. 

 

Peter agreed to join Colin and Patricia for the proposed meeting with management. 

 

3. Timesheets (SIF) 

 

Colin distributed model timesheets.  Everyone will be asked to complete one of these 

(SIF project) per quarter.  Colin will send an electronic version – as well as guidelines 

for completion.  It is vital that these are completed on an ongoing basis.  Bernadette 

Connaughton will coordinate the time sheets. 

 

4. Events for autumn 08 

 

Colin and Angus have discussed a range of possible events.  The meeting offered 

views on potential choices.  It was agreed that a mix of types of events as well as size 

of events would be appropriate. The active involvement of the student body would be 

a target.  The events proposed include: 

 

 Talk by Gavin Harte 
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 Video conference/link (Q+A) –for a fee – with Noimpactman – based in New 

York 

 Film – 11th hour as well as a number of films via the Arts Office – Patricia M 

– possibly followed by panel discussion involving local activists 

 Debate (with ULSU Debating Society) – Patricia to make contacts – motion 

regarding ‘sustainability of education at UL’? 

 Play by Dramsoc (probably in second semester). Committee could fund the 

production/writing of a relevant play 

 Technology Showcase (or similar ‘ e.g. Science is fun week) 

 Field trips to Ecovillage – Patricia to contact Duncan Martin; Burren – cheese 

maker/tree surgeon – Angus to make contact 

 Workshop for smaller groups 

 Tree planting in neighbourhood (Elm Park) – possibly in cooperation with 

Outreach Society. Patricia O’F will make enquiries in  locality 

 Campus walks with John Breen or Tom Harrington to explore the flora (and 

fauna) 

 

5. Meeting with new ULSU 

 

Colin reported on proposed meeting with new ULSU Executive – at end of June (26th 

or 27th). The topic will be induction and material on the environmental aspects of 

campus life for inclusion in the induction pack. The use of a USB rather than hard 

paper copy for induction material will be on the agenda.  The list of Events for 

Autumn 08 could be discussed – especially from the perspective of student 

involvement. The discussion with Aoife Breen regarding an article in An Focal could 

also be progressed. Colin will be joined by Patricia OF, Mags Liddy and Nicola. 

 

The involvement of ULSU members and members of the Environment Society with 

the Environmental Committee will be raised. 

 

6. Sustainable Development Exhibition 

 

Substantive discussion deferred as Patricia M was absent. As already discussed, this 

will result in an image relating to sustainability being mounted in each teaching space. 

 

7. Calendar 

 

Dermot has kindly taken on the lead role in the 2010 calendar process. The theme will 

be transport. Dermot presented a range of photographs on the general theme – with a 

mix of messages and locations. 

 

Dermot would be grateful if everyone would email his/her ideas and feedback to him 

(Dermot.mcinerney@ul.ie).  Among the ideas raised at the meeting were: to give 

more space on the calendar (as in the first edition) so that notes can be written on it. 

Skype – would be a practical example to include as an image (how to…).  Colin will 

send Dermot an example of the first calendar.  A practical suggestion to accompany 

each month was proposed. Patricia C felt that the focus should remain on UL and its 

environs – drawing on the various elements (of transport – broadly defined) which 

impact on the campus. The UL focus would maintain the unique focus of the calendar 

to date.  

mailto:Dermot.mcinerney@ul.ie
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8. Library 

 

Nicola kindly agreed to be the liaison person with Gobnait O’Riordan, Library 

Director.  Patricia will email Gobnait, copying Nicola – to make the introduction. 

 

9. AOB 

 

Colin reminded the Committee of the BRE conference in the LIT on 17 and 18 June 

(details circulated to all). 

 

John Breen had suggested that the Committee seek to have parts of the campus 

returned to meadow to encourage/support biodiversity. 

 

Patricia will write to Tom Harrington to ask for some suggestions for titles for the 

book list. 

 

Annual report: the annual report will be prepared in the next month – for forwarding 

to the President.  Could everyone please write a brief paragraph on any activity they 

have been involve din, related to the Committee’s work – July to June.  It would be 

helpful if this could be done within the next two weeks. 

 

Meeting regarding the module content/SIF project on 12th: this will be a brief 

exploratory exposé of individual ideas for inclusion in the proposed module.  Angus 

will coordinate, bearing in mind that the University Exam Boards will be taking place 

on the 12th and therefore participation will bear time constraints (conflicts) in mind. 

 

Next meeting: to be notified. Please keep time in the last week of June free. 


